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EnvironmentalValuationunder Sustainable Development
By RICHARD B. HOWARTH AND RICHARD B. NORGAARD*
Environmentalismhas evolved since the
1960'sfrom a concernwith the preservation
of wildernessin the Americanexperienceto
a concern over pollution of human habitat
throughoutthe industrializedworld. Northern anxiety spread to the loss of tropical
rainforests and biodiversityin the South,
where environmentalismevolved further in
an encounter with indigenous interpretations, conditions,and priorities.By the late
1980's,climate change emergedas a central
issue in a now global discourseon the relationshipbetween environmentand development. The principleof sustainabledevelopment-that currentneeds are to be met as
fully as possible while ensuringthat the life
opportunities of future generations are
undiminished relative to the present-is
now widely accepted (World Commission
on Environmentand Development,1987).
Throughout this coevolution of public
concern, scientific knowledge, and NorthSouth perspectives,economistshave generally held that the problem,howeverframed,
reducesto a matterof makingmarketswork
better. Societies overexploit natural resources because marketsfor environmental
servicesare imperfect.If we knew the value
of environmentalservices, we could determine how to allocate their use efficiently.
Reflecting this interpretation,international
development agencies are addressing sustainability largely through environmental
valuation (Mohan Munasinghe and Ernst
Lutz, 1991).
In earlier papers we demonstratedthat,
from an economic perspective,sustainability is a matter of intergenerationalequity.
The distributionof rights and assets across
generations determines whether the efficient allocation of resources sustains human welfare across generations (Howarth
* Energy and Environment Division, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, and Energy
and Resources Program, University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720, respectively.

and Norgaard, 1990; Howarth, 1991a;
Norgaard,1991).Intergenerationalequity is
manifestedin how we acknowledgerightsof
future generations, assume responsibilities
for our descendants,and otherwisedemonstrate our care for those who follow us. If
developmentis not sustainable,it is because
the institutionsthrough which the present
providesfor the future have not evolved in
consonancewith changes in social and economic structures,technology, and population pressure.
The environmental-valuationliterature
addressed the interests of future generations throughits earlyassociationwith questions of wildernesspreservation.Economists
investigated irreversible choices and the
contradictionsbetween discountingand being concernedwith the distantfuture (John
V. Krutilla and Anthony C. Fisher, 1985).
How societies value environmentalservices
is clearlyintertwinedwith whether development is sustainable.In this paper, we illustrate that incorporatingenvironmentalvalues per se in decision-makingwill not bring
about sustainabilityunless each generation
is committed to transferringto the next
sufficientnatural resources and capital assets to make developmentsustainable.
The relation between intertemporalallocative efficiencyand the intergenerational
asset distributionis illustratedin Figure 1.
Each point on the utility possibilitiesfrontier representsan efficient allocationof resources, including environmentalservices,
associatedwith differentdistributionsof endowments and rights between generations.
Efficiencyputs societyon the utilitypossibilities frontier, but sustainabilityis a matter
of the distributionof assets across generations.
Assume the economy is at the inefficient
point A in Figure 1 due to the absence of a
market for an environmentalservice. With
environmentalvaluation,the economycould
move to point B on the efficiency frontier. Neither point A nor B is sustainable,
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Some portion of the pollutantstock decays
in each period so that 0 <,B < 1. Each unit
of energy consumedresults in the emission
y units of pollutant.Greenhousegases have
a negative impact on production(dft/dQt
< 0). Productionis zero when all inputs are
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FIGURE 1. THE RELATION BETWEEN
INTERTEMPORAL ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY AND
THE INTERGENERATIONAL ASSET DISTRIBUTION

ments and concave, increasing,and linearly
homogeneous in inputs of capital, labor,
and energy.
We assume that factor inputs are mobile
and savings/investmentsdecisionsare managed by the householdsector. The firmthus
purchasesinputs and maximizesprofits sequentially in each period. The firm takes
the pollutant stock as fixed, ignoring the
impactsof currentenergyuse of futureproduction,hence imposingan externalcost on
future generationsthrough greenhouse-gas
emissions.Let the consumption/investment
good be the numeraire,let rt be the interest
rate or price of capital services, and let
wt be the wage rate. Assume further that
society taxes energyuse at the unit rate vt.
The firm'sproblem is thus to maximizeits
profitlevel:

however, since future generations are left
worse-offthan the currentgeneration.With
an intergenerationalredistributionof assets,
the economy could shift to point A* which
is sustainable but inefficient. From point
A*, environmentalvaluationcould move the
economy to the sustainable and efficient
point B*. Note that the value of environmental services derived from point A* will
differ from the value derived at point A.
The reason is that the relative prices embodied in the valuation, including interest
or discountrates, are differentat each point
on the frontier. We explore this matter in
(3)
ft( Kt,Lt, Et, Qt) - rtKt
greater depth using an overlapping-genera- wtLt - (a + vt)Et.
tions model of an economy facing climate
change.
This problem yields the first-ordercondiI. An Overlapping-Generations Model
tions:
The model characterizes a competitive
economywith overlappinggenerationsat a
sequence of discrete dates t = 1, ... , T. A
representative firm produces a homogeneous consumption/investmentgood using
capital (K,), labor (L,), and self-produced
energy (Et) according to the production
function:
(1)

Ft=

ft(Kt)

L, E,Qt)

-aEt.

The positive constant a representsthe unit
cost of energy production.Qt is a stock of
pollutants,"greenhousegases," determined
frompast energyuse accordingto the recur-

(4)

dft /dKt = rt
dft /dLt = wt
dft /dEt = a + vt

that are necessary and sufficient for the
achievementof an interior solution. Profits
are zero because the productionfunctionis
linearlyhomogeneous.
Consumptionand investmentbehaviorare
embedded in two generations of consumers/investors, one young and one old,
who are alive at each date. We assumethat
populationis constantand that each gener-
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ation consists of a single representativeindividual.Let C1, be the consumptionof the
young at date t while C21 is the consumption of the old. The preferencesof the generation born at date t are represented by
the utility function Ut(C1t,C2t+1), which is
differentiable,concave,and increasing.
Young individualshold the laborstock Lt
that they supplyinelasticallyto the production sector. The young receive a net (positive or negative)lump-sumincome transfer
T1t from society, while the old receive the
income transfer T2,. Intergenerationalaltruismin our model occurs throughsocially
mandatedasset transfers.Some mightargue
that parent-offspring altruism should ensure sustained improvementsin the human
condition, obviating the need to consider
sustainabilityas an explicit policy criterion.
The theoretical literature, however, shows
that the welfare of future generations is
likely to be a public good to a considerable
extent, implyinga significantrole for collective action in effectingsociallydesiredintergenerationaltransfers(StephenA. Marglin,
1963; Howarth and Norgaard, 1991). Individuals clearly cannot provide for the climate of their offspringactingindividually.
The young divide their income between
consumption and capital investment. The
old hold no labor endowmentsbut receive
returnson their capital assets. The budget
constraintsthus may be written
(5)

Clt + Kt+1 = wtLt + Tlt

(6)

C2t+1= (1 + rt+,1)Kt+ + T2t+1.

Each generation has perfect foresight concerningfuture economic conditions.Taking
prices and income transfersas given, utility
maximizationimplies the first-ordercondition:
au,/dC2t
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satisfying the balanced budget relation
T1t+ T2t= vtEt. The efficient energy tax

conformsto that derivedusing the presentvalue criterion(Howarth,1991b):
(8)

+ij

vt =-%(ypi

I

)

where Pt is the social discount rate at date
t. The 7y13term measuresthe marginalincrease in the future pollutant stock caused
by a unit increase in current energy use,
while dft+i/dQt+i is the marginalloss in
production caused by the pollutant. The
emissions tax is thus set equal to the
marginalpresent-valuecost that currentenergy use imposes on the future economy.
Setting the discount rate equal to the rate
of interest (i.e., Pt =

leads to an equilib-

rt),

rium that is Pareto efficient, so that it is
impossible to improve the welfare of one
generation without leaving another worse
off (Howarth,1991b).
Pareto efficiency,however, does not ensure that consumptionor utilityis sustained
over time. Consider,for example,the equilibria that arise under alternative income
transfers for the following version of the
model. Suppose that the time horizon approaches infinity and that the production
and utilityfunctionsare
(9)
(10)

Ft = (1 - 0.2Q2)(KtLtEt)1/3

_ OJE

Ut = ln(C,t) + ln(C2t + 1).

The initial capital and pollutant stocks are
Ko = 1 and QO= 1, while each generation's

labor endowmentis Lt = 1. The parameters
of the pollutant-stockequation are , = 0.9
and y = 1. Finally, assume that society
chooses the set of income transfersto support the optimumthat arises under the social welfare function:
T

that is necessaryand sufficientfor an interior solution.
Closingthe model requiresthat the market for the consumption/investmentgood
clears at each date. In addition, there is a
set of emissionstaxes and income transfers

(11)

W(8)=

E stUt
t = -1

as a competitive equilibrium.Here 8 is a
parameterthat defines the weight attached
to the welfare of future generationsrelative
to the present. We shall focus our attention
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FIGURE 2. VARIATION IN SOCIAL PREFERENCES
LEADS TO A SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN THE
PATH OF THE ECONOMY

on the equilibria that arise for two cases:
8 = 0.7 and 8 = 0.9.

Figure 2 shows that this ostensiblysmall
variation in social preferences leads to a
substantialchange in the path of the economy. For 8 = 0.7, both total consumption
(Ct =C1t + C2) and the capital stock fall
precipitouslyover time, while the pollutant
stock growsat a rapidrate before achieving
a steady state. (Time subscriptsare omitted
in the figure. Numbersin parenthesesindicate 8 values.) For 8 = 0.9, consumption
rises slowlyover time,while the capitalstock
first rises to support higher output levels.
Attaching greater weight to the welfare of
future generations implies lower pollutant
emissionsand hence improvedenvironmental quality.The pollutantstock is thus permanentlyless for 8 = 0.9 than for 8 = 0.7.
Figure 3 shows how the distributionof
wealth between present and future generations affects the value of environmental
goods. As 8 is raised from 0.7 to 0.9, the
firm'soutput rises over the long term, exacerbating the marginalimpact of the pollution stock on currentproduction(dft /dQt).
Increasingthe assets transferredto future

FIGURE
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3.

THE EFFECT OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH BETWEEN PRESENT AND FUTURE
GENERATIONS ON THE VALUE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL GOODS

generationsalso lowers the social discount
rate (r0). The net result is that the present
value of the marginalenvironmentaldamage caused by currentenergy use, which is
equal to the efficient emissions tax, increasessubstantially.
II. Conclusions

Reasoning from a partial-equilibrium
framework,economistshave arguedthat environmentalvaluationand the incorporation
of such values in decision-makingis a way
of caringfor future generations.Reasoning
from a general-equilibriumframework,we
show that the valuation of environmental
servicesand how societycares for the future
are interdependent.Valuation when there
is too little caring for the future (i.e., too
little asset transfer)will not lead to sustainability.With sufficientcaringfor the future,
environmentalvaluationyields differentresults both because the incremental value
per period is different (higher in our
example) and because interest rates are
probablylower under sustainability.Overlapping-generationsmodels facilitate this
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change in perspectivethroughthe provision
of discrete generationsto which rights can
be assigned or assets transferred.Furthermore, with a general-equilibrium
model, we
discover how interest or discount rates,
which reflect the marginaltime preference
of individualsrather than social concerns
over intergenerationalequity, vary with asset transfers.
Most importantly,from a general-equilibriumframeworkwe see that the valuation
of nonmarket goods and social objectives
are intertwined.Economicvaluationbrings
a societycloser to its goals by increasingthe
efficiency of the economy. The economic
values of marketand nonmarketfactors including the rate of interest, however, depend on the social objectivessought.
Acknowledgingthis complementaritybetween economicvalues and social objectives
does not solve the moral question of how
the rightsof future generationsand responsibilities of current generations should be
defined, nor does it reduce the scientific
complexitiesand uncertaintiesof the interplay among climate, biodiversity,resource
scarcity,and other factors affectingthe sustainabilityof development.Valuation techniques rooted in partial-equilibrium
reasoning are still appropriate for small, local
issues. The relationships between social
goals and valuation identified by the general-equilibriumframework,however, indicate serious conceptualinadequaciesin the
analyses to date of global issues such as
climate change (National Academy of Sciences, 1991;Nordhaus,1991).
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